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Inside
text: Megan Norgate

Megan Norgate
is an interior designer at 

Brave New Eco. 
braveneweco.com.au

Shared ethoS
This sublime Perth project designed 

by architect Carla Karsakis of Etica Studio 
was created for her sister and brother-in-law. 

Aptly named “Nature Inspired Eco House," this 
project exemplifies a high-integrity approach to 

sustainable design thinking. According to Carla, the 
design intent was: “To create a unique, stylish home; with a 

sense of space, light and delight; channelling the clients’ love 
of 1960s and -70s architecture and cherished travel moments 

through Scandinavia and South America.” The building 
optimised passive solar design potential and achieved a 
spacious and open atmosphere in a compact footprint. 

The clients and designer worked closely together to utilise 
local fabricators and products and to incorporate a 

range of vintage and recycled materials into the 
home. The result is an excellent example of what 

is possible when all the project stakeholders 
are highly committed to a shared 

ethos of resourcefulness.

WarM 

aNd WelcoMiNg
An Ikea jute rug, a vintage 

Danish leather sofa and a Nectre 
wood-fire burner create a cosy zone for 

gathering in the lofty space. Nectre's wood 
heaters have been designed and made in 

Australia for over 40 years and have stood the 
test of time for both their classic style and low 
emission function. In a high-ceilinged interior, 
the radiant heat delivered by a wood heater 

is efficient as it warms the materials, 
objects and people in the room 

directly, rather than the air around 
them. 

nectre.com

old  
aNd NeW

The walls, floors and ceilings are 
constructed out of exposed heavy mass 

materials, beneficial during Perth's hot, dry 
summers for their ability to absorb the ambient 
interior heat. The recycled 1960s brick wall and 

fireplace surround are painted in a Porters low-VOC 
paint in “Popcorn”. Crushed concrete salvaged from 
civil works demolition such as pavements was used 
to make the rammed concrete walls. The rammed 

technique creates a beautiful layered surface 
pattern reminiscent of earth and rock. The porous 
concrete also works to regulate interior humidity. 

A double-height north-facing wall houses  
a mosaic of recycled windows  

and using recycled amber  
patterned glass. 

porterspaints.com

exerciSe iN 
SiMplicity

Local cabinetmaker, Raw Edge Furniture, 
made the plywood kitchen cabinets. The 

owners sourced salvaged Oregon to use for the 
benchtops and the staircase. The kitchen is an 

exercise in simplicity starting with grouping a single 
material into several uses. Classic square white tiles 

form a chunky heat-proof benchtop, a splashback and 
a useful shelf along the back wall. An Astra Walker white 
tap and white Smeg fridge suit the space. Deep forest 
green was used as a rectilinear accent for the pantry 
and recycled exterior door, creating a palette that 

is both soothing and fresh. A local steelworker 
fabricated the staircase mesh balustrades 

powder-coated in white gloss. 
rawedgefurniture.com.au

customisedmetalworks.com.au

perSoNal 
toucheS

The owners Tanya and Peter 
contributed to the project, sourcing 
vintage Danish light fittings, recycled 

architectural elements and secondhand 
furnishings – plus Peter made the plywood 

pendant strip light over the kitchen. 
Tanya and Peter’s favourite possessions have 
informed the architectural response and vice 

versa, creating a very cohesive outcome 
that speaks of a shared understanding 
and a highly personal design response. 

The resulting space is indicative of a 
commonality of values and a 

very considered way  
of living. 

Nature Inspired Eco House by Etica Studio
eticastudio.com.au
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